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An English-based creole language (often shortened to English creole) is a creole language derived from the
English language, for which English is the lexifier.Most English creoles were formed in British colonies,
following the great expansion of British naval military power and trade in the 17th, 18th and 19th centuries.
English-based creole language - Wikipedia
Creole people are ethnic groups which originated during the colonial-era from racial mixing between
Europeans and non-European peoples, known as creolisation.These groups are typically descended from
White Western European colonial settlers, West Africans, Haitians and indigenous peoples of the Americas,
Africa, and Asia.Creole peoples vary widely in ethnic background and mixture, and many ...
Creole peoples - Wikipedia
Introduction. Research on dialogue is concerned with the study of how communication takes place through
language in conversation. This involves, among other things, investigating what makes a dialogue coherent;
how dialogue participants coordinate to take turns in speaking and to achieve mutual understanding; and how
knowledge about how dialogue works can be used to design artificial agents ...
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Contains the electronic versions of 80 books previously published in hard copy as part of the Country Studies
Series by the Federal Research Division. Intended for a general audience, books in the series present a
description and analysis of the historical setting and the social, economic, political, and national security
systems and institutions of select countries throughout the world.
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DÃ©finition. Cette expression gÃ©nÃ©rique dÃ©signe l'ensemble des groupes ethniques humains
composÃ©s d'individus dont la peau est de couleur plus ou moins claire, pouvant aller du rose pÃ¢le au
cuivrÃ©, ainsi que divers autres traits physiques "europoÃ¯des". Ces populations sont principalement
originaires d'Europe, d'Afrique du Nord, d'Asie centrale et du Moyen-Orient.
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